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Some banks face CFPB
scrutiny after offering
problematic mortgage
discounts
Article

The news: The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is cracking down on mortgage

rate discounts, citing “statistically significant disparities” in the groups who were granted

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/12/11/wells-fargo-mortgage-lenders-probed-over-racial-discrimination.html
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exceptions.

How we got here: Many financial institutions (FIs) have exited the small mortgage space,

leaving room for nonbanks to dominate.

The mortgage discount strategy: That’s where discounts and deals come in. Lenders that

o�er them aim to stand out from competitors and reignite demand.

Where discount strategies can go awry: In its 2021 examination of such discounts, the CFPB

found that Black and female borrowers were o�ered these deals less frequently than other

customers.

The service has become unprofitable for some FIs, given their rising overhead costs.

Lenders that remain in the market must now compete with nonbanks, including the mortgage

giant, Rocket Mortgage, which holds 9.2% of the market share.

Plus, mortgage rates have more than doubled since 2021, decreasing consumer demand by

57% over the same period.

These deals, also known as pricing exceptions, translate into a lower rate, usually for a certain

period, and usually directed at a subset of customers. 

Examples of this strategy include competitor price matching and first-time homebuyer

specials.

While such discounts are legal, they still must meet fair lending requirements—or risk

attracting regulators’ scrutiny. 

According to compliance expert Ken Perry, “[These deals] are the easiest way to discriminate

against a client.”

Wells Fargo received an o�cial notice from the CFPB calling into question its discount

practices, and it has decided to step away from the mortgage market. While it cited the

expensive mortgage rates as a prime motivator, its repeated mortgage-related run-ins with

the CFPB could have aided in its decision.

Wells Fargo wasn't the only FI to receive notices about potentially problematic mortgage

discounts last year, but the CFPB hasn’t named the others.

https://thehill.com/business/housing/4093645-banks-are-bailing-on-small-mortgages-driving-buyers-to-risky-alternatives/
https://www.housingwire.com/articles/wells-fargo-other-mortgage-lenders-under-scrutiny-for-pricing-exceptions-cnbc/#:~:text=Loan%20discounts%20%E2%80%94%20known%20as%20pricing,regulators%27%20radar%20in%20recent%20years.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/rocket-feasted-on-low-interest-rates-to-become-mortgage-king-but-now-comes-the-hard-part-11641637805
https://www.bankrate.com/mortgages/mortgage-lenders-deals-and-discounts/
https://www.mqmresearch.com/blog/fair-lending-pricing-exceptions
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/12/11/wells-fargo-mortgage-lenders-probed-over-racial-discrimination.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/qai/2023/01/11/wells-fargo-is-backing-out-of-the-mortgage-marketwhat-does-it-mean-for-homebuyers/?sh=20348f8137ca
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Where exactly did these FIs go wrong? After its original findings, the CFPB conducted

further examinations—and again found the lenders in question violated multiple laws.

Key takeaways: While mortgage discounts can be a valid and legal way to draw business from

potential homebuyers, FIs that o�er them should ensure their exceptions never deviate from

procedures ensuring fair lending practices.

Specifically, by granting pricing exceptions across protected categories such as age and race,

lenders violate Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) and Regulation B.

According to the CFPB's 2023 report, “Some policies permitted mortgage loan o�cers to

request a pricing exception by submitting a request into the loan origination system without

requiring that the request be substantiated by documentation.”

In other words, although these exceptions were subject to managerial review, these
discounts could have been approved or denied without regard to the FI’s guidelines.

That means FIs must conduct internal audits, train sta� on these procedures, and include the

discounts in their fair lending reviews.

https://www.housingwire.com/articles/wells-fargo-other-mortgage-lenders-under-scrutiny-for-pricing-exceptions-cnbc/#:~:text=Loan%20discounts%20%E2%80%94%20known%20as%20pricing,regulators%27%20radar%20in%20recent%20years.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_supervisory-highlights_issue-30_2023-07.pdf
https://www.mqmresearch.com/blog/fair-lending-pricing-exceptions
https://www.fdic.gov/resources/supervision-and-examinations/consumer-compliance-examination-manual/documents/4/iv-3-1.pdf

